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The Walking Dead, Volume 1: Days Gone By author: Robert Kirkman' Language: English ISBN: B007FESF8 Format: PDFCollects #1-#6An an epidemic of apocalyptic proportions has swept the globe, causing the dead to grow and feed on the living. Within months, society had collapsed: There is no
government, no grocery stores, no mail delivery, no cable television. Rick Grimes considers himself one of the few survivors in this terrible future. A couple of months ago, he was a small town cop who never shot and only ever saw one dead body. Separated from his family, he must now sort out all the
death and confusion to try to find his wife and son. In a world ruled by the dead, we are forced to finally start living. Product DetailsTable of ContentsReviewsFile Size: 105368 KBPrint Length: 144 pagesPublisher: Image Comics (October 1, 2011)Sold by: Amazon Digital Services, Inc.Language:
EnglishASIN: B007FEZQF8Text-to-Speech: Not enabled Lending: Not EnabledAmazon Best Sellers Rank: #4,946 Paid in Kindle Store (See Top 100 Paid in Kindle Store) #4 in Kindle Store &gt; Kindle eBooks &gt; Comics &amp; Graphic Novels &gt; Graphic Novels &gt; Zombies #4 in Kindle Store &gt;
Kindle eBooks &gt; Comics &amp; Graphic Novels &gt; Graphic Novels &gt; Horror #12 in Books &gt; Comics &amp; Graphic Novels &gt; Graphic Novels &gt; Zombies #4 in Kindle Store &gt; Kindle eBooks &gt; Comics &amp; Graphic Novels &gt; Graphic Novels &gt; Zombies #4 in Kindle Store &gt;
Kindle eBooks &gt; Comics &amp; Graphic Novels &gt; Graphic Novels &gt; Horror #12 in Books &gt; Comics &amp; Graphic Novels &gt; Graphic Novels &gt; ZombiesI was out of the comic book reading hobby for several years , but I have to say that I was glad that i came back to reading comic books
again. One of the first titles that hooked me for the second time was Kirkman's The Walking Dead for Image Comics. I must say that his took the current revival of zombie movies and books and ran away with it. Using the same slow, infamous zombies that Romero first made popular with Night of the
Living Dead and its subsequent sequels, Kirkman continues the story where Romero usually ended his films. All these times people wondered what happened to those who survived in zombie movies didn't need themselves anymore. Kirkman created a believable world where the dead rose to feast on the
living, but focused more on the human dynamics of survival in the face of impending extinction. I won't say that the story arcs collected in this first volume are little or won zombies seen, but they have taken on more like apocalyptic props. You can almost replace any other type of doom instead of zombies
and still get a similar effect (as was done in Brian K Vaughn's equally great series, Y: The Last Man). Kirkman made it show how humanity's last survivors are now constantly, desperately adjusting to a familiar world through Circumstances. Characters from the beginning make mistakes that ordinary
people make when they don't know exactly everything that's going on Their. Instead of the hems of these people as one reads their story, we sympathize and hope for their continued survival. I hope that the remaining collected trades will be equal and possibly surpass this first story arc. Let's talk, for a
second or two, about the upcoming zombie apocalypse, the theme of Robert Kirkman and Tony Moore's ambitious and brutally beautiful graphic novel series The Walking Dead. Let me tell you the bad news, big guy. You're not going to get over it. Everyone watches zombie movies with the notion that
they will survive. They will be one of the shotgun-toting mall-rustling heroes when it dawns on everyone that the army doesn't show up. Well, let's sf.: The zombie apocalypse is coming and you're not going to do it. You're going to go get mail, or carry your groceries from the supermarket, and that's when
you're going to meet your first zombie. You have a billion things flying through your noggin, Champ: pick up kids, college tuition, your crazy portfolio of stocks, wars and rumors of war, bio-terrorism, a great presentation in the office tomorrow. The zombies are very zen. He clears his mind. He has one
purpose, driving: he wants to immerse his yellow tusks in the flesh and sample a little human Thai pad. Isn't that the way it always is--- things like summer guests always happen when you're just not ready? It's the courage of The Walking Dead. Writer Kirkman declares up front that he's less interested in
directing out the horror story---sombies emerge from darkened forests and chowing down on some fillet-o---Bob---. that he's in exploring the dark thickets of the human brain exposed to what Kirkman calls Extreme Situations. The story follows Kentucky cop Rick Grimes being thrown into a coma after a
routine traffic stop goes bad. Just like 28 days later he wakes up in an empty hospital. The Walking Dead, Vol. 1: Days gone Bye PreviewLink 1 2 3 4 5 Next Descri'o: The Walking Dead et centrada em Rick Grimes, um oficial de pol'cia de Uma cidade no estado da ge'rgia/eua. Tambem acompanha
trajet'ria de sua fam'lia e uma sarier de antreau sobreviventes que se uniram para manterem-se vivos depois que o mundo foi infestado por zumbis. Com o progresso da Sieri as personagens tornam-se mais desenvolvidas e suas personalidades s'o demonstradas sobbing tens'o de um apocalipse
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